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Discover the real Florence with our customized itineraries designed
to give you an insider ’s look at what life in Tuscany is truly like.
These hand-picked experiences let you immerse yourself in the local
culture whether through visiting artisans’ workshops, local farms,
traditional restaurants, or wine and olive oil producers, or through
making and seeing history for yourself with an expert tour or an engaging, hands-on painting or drawing workshop.
See first-hand how olive oil, caprino cheese and salami are made,
or go to a local vineyard to taste some of the best Tuscan wine,
or discover what the label “Made in Florence” really stands for by
watching artisans in their workshops as they produce masterpieces.

HAVE FUN AT A COOKING CLASS IN FLORENCE
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at federico@yourplaceinflorence.com

Get a Taste of Local Life through the uniqu e hands-on Experiences we
have personally selected for you to ensure you get to see what life in
Tuscany is really like!
“A day in the Kitchen” lesson lasts approximately 3.5 hours. You will
prepare a four course menu, using the best seasonal products and learn
how to make fresh handmade pasta. After the lesson you will be able to
relax and dine with the recipes you prepared. You may decide to add the
unique “ botteghe walk ”. A short shopping walk in one of Florence’s most
authentic neighbourhoods, avoiding the tourist packed markets. Together with our Chef you will hunt for produce visiting our small family run
butcher, vegetable stall and an unmissable cheese shop , before heading
back to the school for your lesson.

Find all our Experiences on
www.yourplaceinflorence.com

